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On January 31, 2012, Joseph A. Main, the Assistant Secretary of the U.S. Department of Labor's Mine
Safety and Health Administration (MSHA), introduced the third phase of an outreach and enforcement
initiative intended to prevent fatalities in the mining industry.[1] (http://www.blogger.com/blogger.g?
blogID=8202935745006855383#_ftn1)  This phase of the program is named “Rules to Live By III:
Preventing Common Mining Deaths.”[2] (http://www.blogger.com/blogger.g?
blogID=8202935745006855383#_ftn2)
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As its name suggests, Rules to Live By III focuses on why mining accidents happen and provides measures
to miners and mine operators as to how to prevent them from reoccurring in the future.  In the press release
issued by MSHA describing the initiative, Main stated the purpose in more detail, "[t]he goal of this phase of
'Rules to Live By' is to reduce numbers of deaths and injuries from the targeted standards by having mine
operators identify and correct all hazardous conditions, direct MSHA enforcement toward confirming that
violations related to these conditions are not present at mines, and ensure miners are better trained to
recognize and avoid these particular hazards.”[3] (http://www.blogger.com/blogger.g?
blogID=8202935745006855383#_ftn3) 
 
The initiative achieves this goal through its concentration on 14 safety standards that were chosen because
violations related to each have been cited as contributing to at least five mining accidents and at least five
deaths during the 10-year period of Jan. 1, 2001, to Dec. 31, 2010.[4] (http://www.blogger.com/blogger.g?
blogID=8202935745006855383#_ftn4)
 
Among the 14 standards chosen are on-shift examinations, equipment maintenance, inspections of surface
coal mines, correction of hazardous conditions, and operations of haulage equipment.[5]
(http://www.blogger.com/blogger.g?blogID=8202935745006855383#_ftn5)   Along with mandating these
standards, MSHA is using this phase to reach out to miners and miners' representatives during inspections to
ensure that mine operators have the information they need to perform these standards and eliminate
workplace hazards.[6] (http://www.blogger.com/blogger.g?blogID=8202935745006855383#_ftn6)
 
Beginning April 1, 2012, MSHA will increase the frequency of inspections for violations of the standards
listed above and direct mine inspectors to carefully evaluate gravity and negligence when assessing
violations of the 14 standards that may cause or contribute to mining fatalities.  Also, any violations of the
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